
  

MANUAL OSCILLATING MONTMIRAIL MONITOR LANCE
https://www.securhit.com/en/lances-et-canons/420-267-lance-monitor-montmirail-manuelle-
oscillante.html#/287-modeles_4143-1_entree_dsp_65 Montmirail manual oscillating monitor

 

Description
The Montmirail monitor nozzle has an unprecedented performance-to-weight ratio. The Montmirail monitor
nozzle is equipped with an automatic (disengageable) sweeping system and optionally with a safety
system allowing users to work safely. The sweeping angle adjustment can be made during the use of the
nozzle.

The Montmirail nozzle is designed to be equipped with a fixed diffusion head, with adjustable flows,
automatic or with a foam barrel. The maximum flow rate according to the diameter and the number of
inlets is 4000 l/min.

Nominal pressure: PN16
Material: aluminum alloy
Surface treatment: polyester coating and hard anodizing
Type of valve: ball valve
Opening: by lever
Automatic azimuth sweep: from -20° to +20°, adjustable in speed and amplitude
Elevation range: from +25° to +85°
Elevation adjustment: by handle
Safety system: anti-slip, anti-tilt, anti-lift, locking of the legs, anchoring strap, shut-off valve.
Pressure gauge: yes
Carrying handle: yes
Foldable legs: yes

Available in three configurations:

1 DN65 inlet equipped with a DSP65 connector without safety
Maximum flow 2000 l/min
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Dimensions: 625 x 215 x 348 mm - Weight 8.0 kg

1 DN65 inlet equipped with a DSP65 connector with safety
Maximum flow 2000 l/min
Dimensions: 625 x 215 x 348 mm - Weight 8.5 kg

2 DN65 inlets equipped with a DSP65 connector with safety
Maximum flow 4000 l/min
Dimensions: 740 x 293 x 348 mm - Weight 12.0 kg

Upon request, it can be provided in other configurations, without connectors or with other types of
connectors.

The Montmirail monitor nozzle is intended for Firefighters, industrial firefighters, airport firefighters... for
fighting fires. 

Caractéristiques
- Dimensions : Compactes
- Weight : 8 à 12 kg
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